PragmaDev to propose on line licensing.

Paris - France - February 19th, 2020 - PragmaDev now supports a full on line licensing mechanism to buy or to rent both its products PragmaDev Studio and PragmaDev Process.

PragmaDev is a software editor offering two tool suites based on executable models. Both tool suites have a freemium model so that small projects can use the tools for free. When it comes to use an unlimited license, a specific license server must be installed. In large organisations this process requires administrator privileges and is quite time consuming. This is fine for large long term projects but can be a show stopper for projects that would like to use the tool only a few months.

PragmaDev official web site now offers a member area that is open to any potential user. Once the member profile is created it is possible to buy or rent any of PragmaDev tools for a specific period of time or with a monthly automatic renewal.

Once the license has been bought the member login and password are set in the tool. The license is then checked on line through the internet. That means the same license can be used on any type of machine anywhere in the world as long as there is an internet connection available.

"Installing a license server has always been a painful task for our users in small and medium size organizations. This on line system will definitely ease the adoption of our tools in small teams." says Emmanuel Gaudin, PragmaDev Founder & CEO.

Among the main new features are:

- **Member area**

  The member area on PragmaDev web site displays the member profile, the available licenses, and the previous purchases.
• Rent or buy

It is possible to subscribe to a monthly payment or purchase a duration.

• Activity log

The logs display how active the member is.
About PragmaDev

PragmaDev is a privately held company based in Paris France that provides two sets of tools: PragmaDev Process to describe and verify business processes, and PragmaDev Studio to specify and design communicating systems: PragmaDev customers include Airbus, Nokia, Renault, the French Army, Wipro, ST-Microelectronics, Korean Telecom, the European Space Agency, Toshiba, and LG Electronics.
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